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The focused ion beam (FIB) is a relatively novel technique to 
biomedical electron microscopy as it open up new means for the 
observations and examinations of a wide range of biomedical and 
biological materials (1). The focused ion beam, or FIB tool has been 
utilized mainly in the fields of material sciences and industry. The 
(FIB) uses high-energy gallium ions to precisely and accurately sec-
tion or mill samples. Lately FIB method have been used to prepare 
biological samples such as yeast cells [2,3] and virus particles. Yeast 
cells Schwanniomyces occidentalis S. occidentalis were prepared by 
vacuum sucking them into cellulose tubing, plunge freezing them 
in liquid nitrogen, followed by chemical fixation in glutaraldehye 
and postfixed with osmium tetroxide, dehydrated in a series of 
ascending alcohol concentration up to absolute alcohol, then freeze 
dried overnight. In the case of SARS virus, the tissue culture con-
taining virus particles was chemically fixed with glutaraldehyde, 
dehydrated in ascending order of alcohol concentrations and then 
freeze dried. Yeast cell and virus samples were then mounted on 
stubs and put into the JEOL Oryza FIB and/or a Zeiss Cross-Beam 
for FIB milling 

The FIB sectioning proceeded in a step-by-step fashion to 
reveal internal structures of interest for Scanning Electron Micros-
copy observation. All the samples were milled both longitudinally 
and in cross-section. The FIB method allowed a single yeast cell 
to be sectioned at any desired location irrespective of its place and 
location, whereas the virus particles were too fragile for targeted 
analysis and were simply milled. The samples were prior coated 

with a 20nm layer of gold to strengthen their outer layers during the 
milling process. The milling current was decreased to 2 pA from 10 
pA and 1.8 nA (Fig 1). The lower the probe current for milling, the 
less damage to the internal structure of the yeast and tissue culture 
(Fig 2, 3). A higher current will destroy the internal structure and 
damages the external structure. Enhancement of FIBed specimens 
for SEM observations may be done by coating the prepared samples 
with osmium vapor, or thin films of chromium or gold. The FIB 
method allows easy target selection of cell specific sites for charac-
terization of internal structures in biological systems. 
Results & Discussions 

Observation of the FIB-milled structures showed that the killer 
yeast cell needed proper fixation for the enhancement of its internal 
structure and further coating with gold to enhance the strength of 
the cells so that it could withstand the current probe of the gallium 
ion beam. After initial high-current milling to rough-locate the 
area of interest, a low current probe was then utilized in order to 
not damage the surrounding area of the FIB-milled samples. The 
low probe current is also critical to preserve the delicate internal 
structure of the yeast cell: the vacuole, fat globules, and crystals 
in the vacuole. The dual beam FIB was very useful in that it also 
allowed the intermittent switching from the milling mode to scan-
ning mode before proceeding to the next stage of milling. This is 
a great help in precisely locating the structures of interest and to 

Fig 3: Yeast cell milled at 1.8 nA, 10pA to 2 pA.

Fig 2: SARS virus milled at 2 pA. 

Fig 1: FIB Milled yeast cell (pI = 2 pa). 
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minimize structural damage to the specimen. The probe current 
value is also very crucial in preparing good FIB-milled samples 
for further observation as seen from the reduction in probe cur-
rent from the initial stage (1.8 nA on C. albicans) to 10 pAon S. 
occidentalis to 2 pA (Fig 1). The SARS virus manifested an oblong 
particle shape, which differed from the vesicles/blebs on the tissue 
cell. Although it is possible to mill the virus particle, the protein 
core was not seen (Fig 2,3). Therefore, we propose that in order to 
mill the virus particle, it would be advisable to use pure virus par-
ticles only to eliminate the possibility of milling the blebs/vesicles 
instead of the virus itself. 
Conclusions 

The low probe current of the focused ion beam (FIB) system 
has allowed the internal structure of the biomedical and biological 
materials to be seen and the revealed structures are clearly com-
parable to that of a freeze-fracture section.  Further research using 
cryo-FIB for biological/biomedical materials is deemed neces-
sary as it would allow the samples to be in their native state when 
examined. Although milling of virus particles does not show any 
favorable images at this time, the ability to mill very small particles 
was demonstrated.   n
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